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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The subject of the talk is the cryogenic storage ring CSR which is an electrostatic storage ring and is  located at the Max Planck institute for nuclear physics in Heidelberg.The first beam at room temperature was stored in 2014 at room temperatures.Since April 2015 cryogenic operation of the hole storage ring is possible.And since last year the first stored ion beam was electron cooled.



Purpose of the CSR

Boltzmann distribution of the 
rotational quantum states

T=300 K 

ν=1
ν=0

ν=2
ν=3
ν=4

after production
in the ion source

after some 
second  
storage time

rotational quantum state ν=0

T < 10 K 

ν=0 , J=0

quantum state of all stored
molecules after 10-1000s 
storage  time: ν=0, J=0

to get all molecular ions in the same molecular quantum state (ν=0, J=0)  the  molecular ions  
have to be stored  at  T<10 K 
⇒ a new Cryogenic Storage Ring (CSR) at MPIK Heidelberg 

in opposite to  other storage rings it is an electrostatic storage ring

vibration quantum state

main research field: molecular ion physics
goal: all molecular ions to have in the same ν=0, J=0 quantum state   

J=1
J=2
J=3

J=4

J=5
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Presentation Notes
The reason of the need of the cryogenic temperate is explained on this slight:The main research field at the storage ring is physics witch stored molecular ions.For your research it is very important to get this molecules in the vibrational and rotational ground state.To get the molecules also in the rotational ground state the hole storage ring has to be cooled to temperatures below 10 KelvinWärmestrahlung – infrared radiation, head radiation



Overview of the CSR 

experimental 
section

circumference: ≈ 35 m
beam energy: (20-300)·q  keV
temperature:      10-300 K
residual gas densities:   
(at �T ≈ 10 K): <20 molecules/cm3

with electron cooling
m/q range: 1 -160

(at E/Q=300 kV)
lowest rigidity: p+, H- at E/Q= 20 kV

Bρ=0.02 Tm

electrostatic 
ion optics

RF/ injection
and
experimental
section electron cooler

phase space cooling
up to 160 u/e

fully cryogenic 
(10 K) beam line

diagnostic 
section

injection
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Presentation Notes
The main parameter of the storage ring are shown on this slight.The CSR has an circumference of 35 m. Singly charged ions up to 300 keV can be stored in the storage ring.And operation of the storage ring is possible in a temperature range  between 10 and 300 K. the residual gas density at cryogenic temperatures is below 20 molecules/cm^3



Electrostatic beam optics Elements

electrostatic quadrupoles with vertical steerer
390 cylindrical deflector

4-fold symmetric storage ring
all CSR corner sections identical
8  pairs of quadrupoles (±10 kV, ∅ =100mm)
8  6°- electrostatic deflector (±30 kV, g=120mm)
8  39°-electrostatic deflector (±30 kV, g=60mm)

8  vertical electrostatic deflectors

electrostatic quadrupoles

39° deflector

6° deflector
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Presentation Notes
To deflect and focus the beam pure electrostatic elements are usedThis electrostatic beam optics elements are shown on this slightThe bending is realized with  39 degree cylinder and 6 degree cylinder deflector and focusing is realized with two quadrupole families which are also electrostatic elements.  



Electrostatic Quadrupole of the CSR

quadrupole
electrode

10 cm

inner vacuum
chamber

maximum electrode voltage: Umax=±10kV

hyperbolic 
profile

quadrupole
electrode

Relative deviation of the field gradient in
the CSR focusing quadrupole. The 
longitudinal coordinate lies in the middle
of a quadrupole unit.
l0=200 mm

usable quadrupole aperture
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Presentation Notes
The electrostatic quadrupole of the storage ring is shown on this picture. The electrodes have a hyperbolic profile which is very important to obtain most constant gradient. Tracking calculation through the real calculated fields shows that ions entering the quadrupole out side the range of   +- 4 cm are lost.The quadrupole aperture is 10 cm. The electrode are made by aluminum. Because aluminum can get a oxide layer the electrodes are gold plated to avoid a charging of the electrodes.  Wärmekapazität- heat capacity  



Lattice of the CSR

6° deflector

electrostatic
quadrupole
doublet

electrostatic
quadrupole
doublet

6° deflector

39° deflector

39° deflector

Dissociative Recombination 

AB+ + e- → (AB)*
→ A+B

B

A

center of ECOOL

cone of neutral fragments

electrostatic
quadrupoles

6° deflector

g=12 cm

39° deflector

CSR corner
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The lattice of the storage ring is explained on this transparency.The CSR is designed to investigate molecular reactions where a stored  molecular ion beam can capture an electron.After capturing an electron the molecule is highly exited an dissociates in fragments. Due to the transverse velocities the fragments are moving in aside a cone. The cone with an assumed opening angle should  not collide with the electrodes of the storage ring. Therefore the lattice consists of an 6 degree deflector having a distance of 1.1 m to the following 39 degree deflector. A aperture of the +- 5 cm is required. Whereas the distance of the 6 degree deflector electrode should be 12 cm. Double as the distance of39 degree deflectors. The curvature radius of the 6 degree deflector is 2 m whereas the radius of the 39 degree deflector is 1 m to have about the same electrode voltages.  



Lattice calculation with MAD8
MAD8 provides the opportunity to define
transport matrixes by the user.
To get the 6x6 transport matrixes for the 
electrostatic elements the equation of motion
was investigated analytical by solving the
differential equation:
a.) non relativistic case:

b.) relativistic case:
calculated from the relativistic Hamiltonian

2

2

d rm =Q E(r(t))
dt







electrical field in 
the electrostatic 
elements

Cylinder deflector matrix in MAD8:
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relativistic case
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lattice of the CSR is calculated with the MAD8 program developed at CERN.Original the MAD program supports only magnetic elements but the MAD provides the opportunity to define transport matrixes by the user. To get the 6x6 transport matrix the differential equation of motionwas solved. The deflector elements in the MAD8 code are shown.For example the elements listed with the number 5 are responsible for transit time effects like slip factor of the storage ring synchrotron frequency and so on. An example of the lattice calculation is the calculation of the beta function of the storage ring.Due to the horizontal strong focusing of the cylinder deflectors the horizontal beta function inside the 39 deflectorsare small therefore the  gap size of these deflectors could be limited to 6 cm. Tis lattice is calculated for  an horizontaland vertical tune lying on a cpoling resonance of the storage ring. The coupling effects will be discuss later in the talk.



Lattice calculation with MAD8

Horizontal and vertical betatron
functions ßx and ßy calculated by 
the MAD8 code for the standard 
settings of the CSR (Qx=Qy=2.59)

coupling of the horizontal and
vertical motion.
Coupling effects were been investigated 
experimentally and by simulation
(later in the talk)

small horizontal beam size in the deflectors

Example of MAD8 calculation
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Presentation Notes
The lattice of the CSR is calculated with the MAD8 program developed at CERN.Original the MAD program supports only magnetic elements but the MAD provides the opportunity to define transport matrixes by the user. To get the 6x6 transport matrix the differential equation of motionwas solved. The deflector elements in the MAD8 code are shown.For example the elements listed with the number 5 are responsible for transit time effects like slip factor of the storage ring synchrotron frequency and so on. An example of the lattice calculation is the calculation of the beta function of the storage ring.Due to the horizontal strong focusing of the cylinder deflectors the horizontal beta function inside the 39 deflectorsare small therefore the  gap size of these deflectors could be limited to 6 cm. Tis lattice is calculated for  an horizontaland vertical tune lying on a cpoling resonance of the storage ring. The coupling effects will be discuss later in the talk.



Tracking through real electrostatic fields with G4beamline

start and observation
point of the phase space coordinates

G4beamline screen output

start coordinate
x=10 mmcalculated beam orbits

CSR

quadupoles
390 deflector

60 deflector

horizontal phase space coordinates
of a single particle at observation
point obtained for several turns

each element is described by the
field table obtained with TOSCA
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To compare the results obtained with MAD8 and COSY infinity ions are tracked to real field table with G4beamline.In this calculation each element is described by the field table



Calculation  of the field maps with TOSCA
absolute value of electric field in the
plane of  the central orbit

electrode cage
of 390 deflector

electrodes

small mesh size
close to central orbit

|𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟|~
1
r

injection axis

example: 390 deflector

region max mesh size

vacuum chamber 4 mm

electrode cage 5 mm

electrodes 4 mm

around central orbit 2 mm 10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This transparency is an example of the TOSCA calculation used to determine the field table of the elements.For these calculation we received the layout of the different elements from our design office. This layout was then used in the TOSCA calculation. In TOSCA the mesh used for the calculation is exactly matched to the surface of the elements.The right figure shows with TOSCA calculated absolute value of the electrical field in the plane of the central orbit.Inside the deflector the field varies with one over r.  The maximum value of the electrical field is obtained in the gap between electrode and electrode cage.



deflection angle

Determine of the deflection angle of the 390 deflector 

deflection angle was calculated 
from vx,vy determined with G4beamline
in a single ion tracking calculation

Length of the electrodes changed in two 2-3 iterations until a total deflection angle 
of 390 in  tracking calculations with a protons were realized.

α=39.00150









=α

z

x

v
varctan

ion injection
axis

vx – x coordinate of the velocity 
vz – z coordinate of the velocity
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The length of the electrodes was changed in 2 or three iterations until the exact deflection angle of 39 degree was obtained with the TOSCA calculations.



Nominal and actual orbit calculated with g4beamline
proton orbit with reference momentum, 
tracked through the  390 deflector

nominal orbit (central orbit): circle with r=1000 mm

end 39 degree 
deflector

center 39 degree
deflector

field free section
orbit: straight line end 390

deflector

tracked reference particle is exactly on the nominal (central orbit) 

x (mm)
x (mm)

z 
(m

m
)

z 
(m

m
)
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Presentation Notes
The reference particle used to determine the deflection angle was exactly moving on the central orbit.As it is shown no deviation of the tracked ion orbit and the reference orbit it visible.



Determination of the closed orbit shift

beam envelope

proton storage

∆x=0.405 mm
∆x’=-0.047 mradstart and observation

point x=10 mm

G4beamline screen output

start coordinate
x=10 mmcalculated beam orbits

CSR

quadupoles
390 deflector

60 deflector

horizontal phase space coordinates
of a single particle at observation
point with reference momentum
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Construction of CSR ring  in G4beamline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After calculating each individual field map all field maps are combined together to form the CSR storage ring …then the closed orbit shift of this particle was determined ..To determine the closed orbit shift an ion with a initial start coordinate of x= 10 mm was tracked through the storage ring ..



α=−0.01856
β=12.41 m
γ=0.08061
ε=7.15 mm·mrad

α=−0.0217
β=1.40 m
γ=0.7143
ε=6.13 mm·mrad

Twiss parameter at the center of a straight section
horizontal vertical

quadrupole setting for 300 keV protons:
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family1:  U=4.015 kV
family2:   U=-5.030 kV    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the phase space ellipse going through the phase space coordinates  of the ion the twiss parameter at the starting point location can be calculated.Here we got a horizontal and vertical a alpha parameter which is very close to 0. The horizontal determined beata function was 12.4 m and the vertical one was 1.4 m



Calculated β functions with MAD8

MAD8 G4beamline (G4bl)
ßx=12.41 m
ßy=1.40 m

ßx=12.44 m
ßy=1.47 m 15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also the beta function obtained with MAD8 is in good agreement with theG4beam line calculations



⇒ dispersion Dx=2.1 m

Dispersion comparison between G4bl and MAD8

MAD8: Dx=2.06 m center straight section

(G4beamline)

relative momentum change
closed orbit
change
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Presentation Notes
The dispersion function calculated with G4bl is also in good agreement with the MAD8 calculation.



Horizontal envelope in the CSR
Comparison of  MAD8 with TOSCA

ion orbits calculated with TOSCA/OPERA3D

Opera 3D calculations

start coordinate:
lying on ellipse with
εx=8 mm·mrad
βx= 12.1 m
αx=0

ion: 20 keV proton 

MAD8
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env x xx (s)= ε β ( )s⋅

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By calculation of ion track  in tosca for several turns It was also possible to compare the beam envelope obtained in TOSCA  with the beam envelope calculated with MADThe beam envelope in TOSCA is obtained by tracking a particle in many turns trough the storage ringAs it is shown the beam envelope obtained with TOSCA and MAD8 gives the same results



Vertical envelope in the CSR
Comparison of MAD8 with TOSCA

ion orbits calculated with TOSCA/OPERA3D

Opera 3D calculations

start coordinate:
lying on ellipse with
εy=68.1 mm·mrad
βy= 1.3 m
αy=0

ion: 20 keV proton 

MAD8
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env y yy (s)= ε β ( )s⋅

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next figure shows the comparison for the vertical beam envelopeThe verrtical beam envelope is also in good agreement



Comparison of MAD8, g4beamline and Tosca simulations  

Ax –horizontal acceptance for εy → 0
Ay- vertical acceptance for εx → 0

(without consideration of magnetic field 
of the earth and ECOOL)
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Presentation Notes
A comparison between the MAD8 TOSCA  and G4beamline simulation is shown. The Twiss parameter are in a very good  agreement.With Tosca an g4beamline it is further possible to determine the dynamic acceptance of the storage ring determined by property of the electrical fields.  



Cryostat of the CSR

40 K shield80 K shield

inner vacuum chamber

isolation 
vacuum chamber

quadrupole

isolation vacuum
ca. 10-6 mbar

40 K shield
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Presentation Notes
The whole storage ring is located in the inner vacuum chamber of an cryostat as shown on this transparencyThe cryostat consist of an inner vacuum chamber and an outer vacuum chamberThe storage ring it self is located inside this inner vacuum chamber.To keep the head input low there is a isolation vacuum between the inner and outer vacuum chamberTo keep the radiation low there is around the inner vacuum chamber a 40 and 80 K shieldAround the 80 K shield there is superinsulation to reduce the radiation input further 



The support of the optical elements

concrete block

experimental vacuum chamber 
thermal anchor at 10 K

stainless steel meander 
thermal anchor at 40 K
thermal anchor at 80 K

GFK tube
beginning of isolation vacuum

bellow

bellow
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Presentation Notes
The thermal support of all optical elements of storage ring is shown on this transparency.Each optical element is connected directly on a concrete support outside the cryostat. There is no mechanical connection of the support and the two vacuum chambers to guaranteethe alignment specification as shown before.The support is thermal connected to the 40 and 80 K thermal shieldWärme Leitung- heath conduction 



Pumping at cryogenic temperatures

1.8-K-LHe 5-K-He (g)

CSR corner
inner vacuum chamber 

liquid
helium

He gas
cold unit

In < 10-K-operation:
cryo adsorption at 10-K-walls,
2-K cryo condensation pumps
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Presentation Notes
The Cooling and  pumping principle is explained on this transparency. On the surface of the cooled unit the residua gas is pumped by cryo absorptionThe He gas makes several turns and it is cooling the 40 and 80 K shield of the cryostat. 



In 300-K-operation:
250°C bake-out,
Ion-getter pumps, 
NEG pump (strips),
bake-able charcoal cryo-pumps

Pumping in the 300 K operation

NEC pump

pick-up

390 deflector
chamber

cryo
pump
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It is also planned to use the storage ring at room temperature. For room temperature operations the whole storage ring are back-able to temperatures of250 degree. For room temperature operation the CSR is equipped  with ion getter pumps, NEC pumps and charcoal  cryo-pumps 



CSR main injector:
ion sources on a high
voltage plat form of ±300 kV

High Voltage platforms

CSRCSR

± 40 keV platform with
positive and negative
ion sources
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The CSR receives ions from directly from a high voltage platform having a voltage of plus minus 300 keV



Ion sources

CSR main 
injector:  ±300 kV

ion source

separation
magnet

± 40 keV platform with
positive and negative
ion sources

CSRCSR
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Presentation Notes
Positive and negative ion sources can be used to provide ions for the CSR.  On that page the ion source as well separation magnet and acceleration tube are visible



Transferline between ion source and CSR

ion source

separation
dipole magnets

CSR

differential pumping
section

electrostatic
quadrupole
triplett for
matching
+steerer

quadrupole
douplett

chopper

diagnosis
wire

diagnosis,
cup, quartz,slits

valve

beam viewer

valve

valve

diagnosis,
wire and cup

cup electrostatic
quadrupole
triplett
+steerer

steerer
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Two dipole magnets, quadrupole magnets and two electrostatic quadrupole triplets guides  the  ion beam from the source to the storage ringA chopper is used to pulse the beam, before the beam is injected into the CSR With the last triplet in the transfer line the phase space of the injected ion beam is matched to the phase space of the storage ring



Single Turn injection 

injector 
beam

60 deflector
fast voltage switching

voltage 60 deflector

injector pulse

circulating current

2
TT 0

i ≈

T0-revolution time
Ti-injector beam pulse length

(example)
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Single turn injection is used to fill the storage ring with ions.The principle of single turn injection is shown on this transparencyWitch a chopper in the transfer line to the storage ring is creating an ion pulse having a pulse length witch is normally shorter than the revolution time.During Injection the 6 degree deflector witch is located close to the injection point is switch offBefore the ion punch is coming to the 6 degree deflector again the voltages of the 6 degree deflector are switched on again  and the beam is capturedWithout losses the circulating ion beam has a time structure shown on this figure.



First Cryogenic operation
CSR closed in 
02/15 and cool 
down starts

CSR
differential pumping
section
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In February 2015  the hole storage ring was prepared for cryo operations and the cool down process starts 



Cool down of the CSR

T = 4 K

ΔT = 60 K

Cool down 03/15

ion beams were injected and stored
during the whole cool down processte
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m
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)

time (days)
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It takes a little more then two weeks to cool down the hole storage ring to temperatures below 4 KDuring the hole cool down process an ion beam was injected and stored to test storing at different temperatures.Storing was alwasys possible without changing the settings of CSR.



Beam profiler for first turn diagnosis

viewport

MCP +
phosphor screen

converter 
electrode

rotational
drive

ion beamelectrons

scheme

grid
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Before storing the beam the first turn of the injected ion beam has to be detected with  beam viewers.A beam viewer  is shown on this transparency. The construction of the beam viewer is similar to those used at REX  Isolde at CERN.Ions hitting an aluminum plate are producing secondary electrons which are accelerated to an  Channel-plate. On the phosphor screen this ions are producing an image of the ion beam 



beam
profiler
destructive
measurement 

injected
ion beam matching quadrupole triplet

1

2

3

Diagnostics for ion beam injection

beam image
beam profiler
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The image on the phosphor  screen is shown on these transparencyTotally there are three beam profile installed into the CSR



position pick-up A
horizontal and vertical

position pickup B, horizontal and vertical
current pick-up

Schottky pick-up

ion beam

The diagnosis section

beam 
profiler

diagnosis
section

injection
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The non destructive diagnostic tools are mainly  located on the right straight section. This tools consists of a current pick-up ,Schottky pick up and  position pick-upsThe pre-amplifier of each pick-up are attached on the 5 K line resulting in a very  low noise amplification of the  pick-up signals.  



The current and Schottky pick-up

Schottky 
pick-up

current
pick-up

current pick-up
used to determine the absolute
injected  ion number
Schottky pick-up 
used to measure revolution 
frequency and momentum spread

tube:
L= 3.5 cm
φ =10 cm

33

tube:
L= 34 cm
φ =10 cm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schottky pick-up and current pick-up are essential tubes with a length of 3.5 and 34 cm.enclose- umgeben



Current pick-up
-used to measure the absolute number of the injected ion number  (pulsed beam) 
-sensitivity 106 singly charged ions

)t(I
v
L

C
X)t(U u=

measured current signal of 
an 40Ar+ ions (E= 60 keV) 

injected ion pulse stored ion pulse

tube: ψ=10 cm, L=3.5 cm
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X
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integration over one pulse

∆t

T0- revolution time
pulse length ∆t  is set up with an chopper
located in the transfer line to the CSR

Xu- signal 
amplification
L- pick-up length
v-velocity
C- capacity

T0
N=6⋅107 measurement

simulation
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Presentation Notes
The absolute ion number of the stored ion can be measured with the current pick-up.The influenced signal of pulsed injected Ar+ ion beam is shown on the right side.The first pulse is the injected ion pulse and the other one are the stored ion pulses.The pulse length is set up by an hopper in front of the CSR. Integration of one pick-up signal gives the number of stored ions.In this example 8.5 107  ions were   injected and stored.These pulses are only visible for few hundred turns- Due toThe momentum spread of the beam the time structure disappearedand the pulses are not visible any more



f = h⋅f0 = 20·f0

Schottky noise spectrum

7.011

p/p
f/f

2
th

=
γ

−=

∆
∆

=η

Schottky
pick-up

slip factor
standard mode

Time development  of  the Schottky noise
spectrum  (60 keV CO2

- ions) 
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(non relativistic
approach)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the Schottky pick-up a coasting beam without any time structure can be detected.The noise spectrum taken at 20 times of the revolution frequency are shown for different tomes after injection on this figure This signals can be used to determine the exact revolution frequency and energy of the stored ion beam.As well the momentum spread of the storred ion beam can be determined. Because the Schottky power scales with the ion number. Schottky noise analysis can be used to determine the Beam life time 



τfit = 660 s
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∆p/p=1.1⋅10-3

∆p/p=1.5⋅10-3

Lifetime Measurements  of a stored Co2
- beam 

with Schottky noise analysis 

due to noise on 
the electrodes
increasing
of ∆p/p 
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observation  frequency:   f = h⋅f0 = 20·f0
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The measured beam life time with Schottky analyses  for a Co2 molecular ion beam is shown on this transparency. From the fit a lifetime for the Co2 – beam of 660 s can be calculated.The second picture shows the increase of the momentum spread during storing the ion beam.This increase is caused by very small voltage ripple of the power supplies. 



laser on

laser offra
te

 (1
/s

)

t (s)

neutral rate on the detector

Lifetime Measurement of stored Ag2
- ions (E=60 keV) 

measured life time:
τ =2082 s
corrected for laser depletion:
τ=2500 s 

HeNe laser 633nm < 1mW

stored ion beam

neutral ion beam

detector

electron detachment: Ag2
- →Ag2 + e-
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The longest life time was measured for an negative silver molecular ion beam.This lifetime was measured by determination of the neutral ion beam rate coming out the CSR . For this negative molecular ion beam a life time of 2500 s was received.All of the measured life times doesn’t depend on the residual gas density any moreas shown on the next transparency  



Measurement of the residual gas density

quadrupoles

neutral atoms 

stored ion beam

390 deflector

detector

stored ion beam 60 deflector

simulation of the neutralization process with g4beamline 

c
f

)t(N)t(R
τ

⋅η=
σ⋅⋅

=τ
vn
1

c

measurement:
40Ar+ (E=60 keV) and N=2⋅108 :
R<10 1/s ⇒ n< 20  H2 molecules/cm3 !!!
⇒ vacuum life time:  τv > 106 s ≈ 280 h    ⇒ lifetime is not residual gas dependent  !!!

A++ e- →A

electron from the
residual gas

stored ion beamsimulation results

εx,90%  (mm mrad) ηf

0.5 0.126
9.1 0.119

23.0 0.118

fraction of ions ηf hitting the detector

average value ηf = 0.121
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The residual gas density can be measured by measuring the counting rate of neutral atoms coming out the CSR.This counting rate is directly proportional to the residual gas density.From that measurements a residual gas density below 20 molecules/cm3 could be derived.This means the vacuum life time is not residual gas dependent.The reason for the lifetime are very small voltage ripple of the power supplies and resonances of the storage ringThe effect of voltage ripple and resonances to the life time can be compensated by electron coolingwith electron cooling.  



Beam Position Monitor (BPM)

beam position
monitor(BPM)

CSR has 6 horizontal and 
6 vertical position pick ups (BPM)

pick up 
chamber

quadrupole 
chamber

U2

diagonal slit
U1tube divided in 

two parts

Ui - influenced
signal
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Presentation Notes
To measure the closed orbit of the stored ion beam the CSR the CSR is equipped with 6 horizontal and 6 vertical beam position monitors.The position monitor are shown on the right side, Essentially the position monitors are tubes with a diagonal slits.With these monitors the closed orbit of the storage ring can be measured. 



Dispersion in the straight section
g4beamline simulation

Dx=2.14 m

pick-up measurements
closed orbit  change x via
variation of all potentials by ∆φ/φ

x
xD 2
/φ φ

∆
= −

∆

pick-
up

Dx
(m)

1 2.19

2 2.23

3 2.15

4 2.17

5 2.16

6 2.09

pick-up 3

average value

m17.2Dx =

p
pDx x

∆
=

tracking of particles with different
momenta and plotting  the closed 
orbit position x as a function of ∆p/p
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∆φ/φ

m17.2Dx =

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the pick-up system it is possible to measure the dispersion at the pick-up position.In that measurements the voltage off all power supplies was changed by delta U over Uand the shift of the closed orbit was measured. From that measurements a average dispersion at the pick-up position of 2.17 m was measured,which is very close to the simulated value of 2.14 m. 



Application of pick-up measurements
determination of the horizontal and vertical tune  
one  pick-up
plate

amplification

FFTFFT

spectrum of a pick-up signal  
induced on  a horizontal  plate 

f0
2⋅f0

3⋅f0

fx fx
fx

fx

f0- revolution frequency
fx - betatron side band

beam: 40Ar+ E=60 keV
)qn(ff x0x ±=

n- integer number
qx- non integer part of the tune

effective quadrupole length
The effective quadrupole length
are determine by matching the 
measured  tunes with the calculated
tunes.
result:
calculated with TOSCA: leff=0.211 m
measurement:
quadrupole family 1: leff=0.208 m
quadrupole family 2: leff=0.209 m

excitation of the betatron oscillation by off axis 
injection of the beam
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With one plate of the beam position monitor it is possible to measure the horizontal and vertical tuneof the storage ring. In the pick up spectrum of one plate betatron side bands around  multiples of the revolution frequencyare visible.From this beta Tron side bands the non integer part of the tune can be calculated.From this measurement the effective length of the quadrupoles can be determined by comparison ofthe measured tune with the simulated one.This simulation gives a effective quadruple length of  0.209 m which are close to the simulation.



Determination of horizontal ßx and vertical ßy functions

x x

x
x

m

1ΔQ = β (s)Δk(s)ds
4π

ΔQπ U 1       β =
2 k ΔU L

∫

s (m)

MAD calculation of horizontal and
vertical β function (standard mode)

measured vertical ßy function

horizontal tune as a function of 
voltage of quadrupole family 2

Qx- horizontal tune
U2 -voltage of quadrupole family 2 measured vertical ßx function
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By measuring the tunes for  different quadrupole strength it is possible to determine the average beta function at the position of the quadrupole family.This beta functions are in good agreement with the calculations as shown on the right side figure



Comparison of measured and calculated ß function for 
working point II

measured vertical ßy function
measured vertical ßx function
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Also the measured and theoretical beta function in a second working point where been in good  agreement.



Stability diagram of CSR

The slip factor η and momentum compaction αp

p 2
th

Δf/f 1η 1 α 1
Δp/p γ

2= = − = −

slip factor η in the non relativistic approach (γ→1)

γtr as a function as a horizontal tune Qx

γtr- gamma transition parameter
αp-momentum compaction
f- revolution frequency
p- momentum
C- circumference

a c
d b

e a

d

e

c

b

k(Q1) and k(Q2) are the quadrupole
strength of quadrupole family 1 and
quadrupole family 2

isochronous mode with η=0
unfortunately: Qx≈6
strong resonance !

self bunching
modes η≤0

p/p
C/C

p ∆
∆

=α
different to magnetic storage ring

k (Q1) (1/m2)
k

(Q
2)

 (1
/m

2 )

γ t
r

Qx
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An also important lattice parameter is the slip factor of the storage ring which is defined as change of the revolution frequency with the momentum. In the non relativistic approach the slip parameter  can be calculated from the momentum compaction factor of the storage ring.Due due the acceleration and deceleration process inside the deflector depending on the horizontal position it is different to any magnetic storage ring.The slip factor can be expressed by the gamma transition parameter of the storage ring defined by the gamma transition parameterIn a magnetic storage ring the gamma transition parameter is about the horizontal tuneThe gamma transition parameter as a function of the horizontal tune is shown on this figureWhere the function is determined by the stability island where the working point is located.As it shown further it is not possible to operate the CSR storage at an isochronous mode where the slip factor is 0 because there is a strong resonance. 



Measurement of the slip factor η at the CSR

MAD8 simulation

self bunching
modes η≤0

published in 45
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The measured slip factor as a function of the  horizontal tune is shown on this transparency. As it is shown on this figure the measured values for eta are close to the calculated values.For a negative value of the slip factor self bunching in the storage ring can occur if the space charge density reaches a certain  limit.



pick-up voltage

Self Bunching at η<0 observed at the TSR
pick-up voltage

I ≈ 2μA
σ = 4.5 ns

beam: 12C6+

E=50 MeV

with beam, without rf  U0=0, ECOOL on without beam, without rf, ECOOL on

2
Tt 0=∆

synchrotron side band caused by
self bunching

synchrotron 
frequency

disturbance

Gaussian Fit
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Self bunching effects of an electron cooled ion beam observed at the TSR storage ring are shown on this transparency



injection at t=0 s and start electron cooling

start self bunching
t ≈0.150 s

observation frequency  f = 1.0 MHz

decay with time constant s6d ≈τ

creation of bunches

(beam  lifetime: τ≈ 1400 s )

Pick-up signal meaured at f=1 MHz (h=2)
as a function of time ∆t=1 µs

pick-up voltage

spectrum analyzer
in zero span mode
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CSR working point 
working point for electron cooling to enable a large incoherent tune shift

region where
coupling effects
where studied
experimentally

another working
point which was
investigated for
comparison
reason
(working point II)
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As mentioned before the standard mode of the CSR is closed a coupling resonance. The region where coupling effects where studiedexperimentally are marked with a blue square. 



Operation of the CSR close to the coupling resonance 

Measured fractional tune values qx and qy as a function of the quadrupole strengths of 
family 1 and 2 close to the coupling resonance. In the left plot k(Q2)=-6.54 m-2

and in the right plot k(Q1)=5.24 m-2.

(ECOOL magnets off)

∆q splitting  is 
a measure of the
coupling strength
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k (Q1) (m-2) k (Q2) (m-2)

Qx=qx+2
Qy=qy+2
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This diagram shows the measured fractional horizontal and vertical tune close to the coupling resonance.At the resonance we have a tune spitting of about 0.05. This tune splinting a a measure for the coupling strength.In this measurement all ECOOL magnets are of. This means  this coupling effect is not coming from the solenoid  of the cooer.Most properly the cause of this coupling are quadrupoles rotated a little bit around the longitudinal axes.     



Explanation of the coupling effect

MAD8 simulation of the tune values Qx and Qy as a function of the  quadrupole strength
of family 1. In the simulation one of the quadrupole is rotated by  10 around the 
longitudinal axis.

rotation angle not specified in the CSR design

determination of the tune
with ion tracking and FFT of x

am
pl

itu
de

k(Q1)=5.215 m-2

�𝑞𝑞1�𝑞𝑞2

�𝑞𝑞

𝑞𝑞 = � �𝑞𝑞
1 − �𝑞𝑞

non integer part 
of the tune

tune value

y 2Q 3 q= − 

x 1Q 3 q= − 

horizontal tune

vertical tune
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This diagrame shows the effect of one  rotated quadrupole by 1 degree around the longitudinal axis. This rotation angle of 1 degree results in a tune splitting of 1 degree. This means the measured tune splitting between 0.04 and 0.05 is most properly caused by rotated quadrupolesA longitudinal rotation angle of the quadrupoles are not specified in the quadrupole design.



CSR electron cooler – principle

≈10 mm

time (s)

tra
ns

ve
rs

e 
po

si
tio

n

principle of electron cooling:  Ee (eV) ion

163 for 300 keV p+

~10 for most ions
1 for Mion = 160 u

108 12642

CF+ at Ee= 46eV, TSR data

electron cooling experiment at the TSR

vi

ions with velocity: vi

elrctr
ons
withvi = ve

electrons with velocity ve

detector

due to coulomb interaction
heat is transferred from the
ion beam to the electron 
beam
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A very important device of the CSR is the electron cooler where the stored ion beam can be cooled by electron cooling.With electron cooling heat is transferred from the hot stored ion beam to a very cold electron beam resulting in an decrease of transverse beam size.In the CSR  the electron energy for electron cooling will be very low. It will be in the range of 1-163 keV.That electron cooling is possible for such low energy ion beam was shown in TSRmeasurement as shown in the figure. In that measurements  a CF+ ion beam was used and cooled with only  46 eV. After 4 -5 s the equilibrium diameter was obtained.



electrons

photo-electron
gun

electron 
collector

interaction 
region

~1 m

Shornikov et al., Phys. Rev. ST AB 17, 042802 (2014)

CSR electron cooler – photo-cathode
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For low energy electron cooling it is very important to have relativly  cold electronsTo get cold electrons the electrons are coming from photo cathode cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature.This two pictures shows the photoelectron gun as well the photo cathode.



CSR electron cooler – magnetic guiding field

electrons

ions

photo-electron
gun

interaction 
solenoid

~1 m

superimposed solenoid
and dipole field

superimposed solenoid
and dipole field

ion beam do not pass toroid field !
• ion beam deflection in toroid

magnet cannot compensated completely
impossible to store low energy ion beams                        

with low masses 
• ion beam deflection in superimposed

solenoid and dipole field can corrected 
completely with correction dipoles!

• very low interaction with the stored ion 
beam

toroid

electron collector

correction magnet
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The magnetic guiding field  of the cooler is shown on this figure.Solenoid  toroid  and dipole fields  and a superimposed solenoid dipole field guides the electron beam to the interaction solenoid where the cooling takes place.  In opposite to a usual electron cooler the ion beam didn’t pass the toroid field. This has following reasons explained in the next transparency



Ion deflection in one toroid magnet
usual electron cooler: ion beam has to pass an toroid beam

due to interaction with the transverse 
magnetic field Bt component the ion beam 
is deflected in the vertical direction:

0 0 0

max

0 0 0
0

max max

B R R -x(x) ln(cos( ))
Bρ R

B R Rt .
Bρ

an x ...
R R

δ

δ

= −

 
= − + 

 

Bρ-beam rigidity

can be compensated 
by correction magnets

can not compensated by 
correction magnets

ions with low  beam rigidity are kicked out
the storage ring !
to avoid the ion loss the ions should not interact
with a toroid field  
⇒ new electron cooler design

horizontal 
deviation

new cooler design

electrons

transverse magnetic field Bt do not depend on the horizontal position 54
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In a usual electron cooler the ion beam has to pass a toroid magnet leading to a deflection of the ion beam. The deflection angle depends on the horizontal position of the ion beam.The dependency on the horizontal position cannot corrected and leading to a ion lost of ions having a very low rigidity.In the new cooler design the ion beam has not to pass a toroid magnet, but has to pass a superimposed dipole solenoid field where the ion deflection can be compensated the  correction coil.Due to this design of the magnetic cooler field ´the interaction of the stored ion beam and the cooler field is low. evolute - entwickeln



The CSR electron cooler

GaAs 
photocathode

collector

HV platform

HTS coil-cooling 
system

electronsions
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A picture of the cooler is shown of this transparency. On the right side there is the electron gun using a photo cathodeAnd on the left side there is the collector.



Magnets of the CSR electron cooler

toroid magnet
steering copper coil pairs located 
inside aluminum body for 
toroidal drift compensation

cooling solenoid
High-temperature superconductor 
attached onto cooled copper strips 
distributes ≈60 A currents to the 
magnets

high temperature superconductor

iron shield
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In the  toroid as well in the solenoid high temperature super conductor are used.The high temperature super conductor for the solenoid magnet are located under the iron shield.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------to minimize thermal input from outside, all cables are caught on two terminals first, that are attached via thick copper clamps to the CSR cooling circuit, before they are connected to their vacuum feedthroughs.HTS is not only used for the magnets, but also to supply them with current and connect them together.toroid: iron shield contains magnet and presses HTS onto alu body by springs to compensate any shrinking when cooling down.steering coils inside aluminum body to compensate toroidal drifts of the guided electron beam.cooled conductively by copper lines that are flooded with neon      



Longitudinal electron cooling of a bunched ion beam

beam: 19F6+ 

ion energy:         E = 1.34 MeV 
electron energy: Ee = 38.7 eV

pick-up signal as a function of time
rf system system of the CSR
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d
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lhsinU2Ueffective voltage:
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equilibrium profile

start electron cooling 57
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Last year longitudinal electron cooling of a bunched ion beam could be demonstrated. In that experiment the ion beam was bunched with the rf system of the storage ringAnd 3 seconds after injection the electron beam was switched on the  ion beam was cooled



First electron cooling results
of a bunched ion beam

w

3 422
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0
Uhc2
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r
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βγεπ
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beam width at space charge limit:

10 sec after injection,
7 sec after cooling

wexp = 535 ns
wtheo = 597.5 ns

Equilibrium longitudinal beam profile

parabola fit
beam: 19F6+ 

ion energy:         E = 1.34 MeV 
electron energy: Ee = 38.7 eV
ion current:        I ≈ 300 nA
ion number:      N ≈ 106 particles
Solenoid field: 100 Gauss
rf bunching frequency = 2nd
(h=2)  harmonic of revolution
frequency = 214 kHz
drifttube voltage: Ud= 3.25 V
effective bunch voltage: Ueff=0.4 V
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The equilibrium longitudinal beam profile has a   parabola shape because the ion beam is in the space charge limit where the Hf voltage is compensated by the space charge voltageThe longitudinal measured width for the profile is in good agreement with the measurements. 



Principle of the longitudinal cooling time measurements

t

f

FFT

T

1/T 2/T

U(t)

An

t

f

T

1/T 2/T

U(t)

An

3/T

FFT

rf only cooling

measurement:
observation of A2 as a function of time

with a spectrum analyzer in span 0 mode 

A2T – RF period
U(t)-pick-up voltage
An- spectrum
A2-second harmonic

of the pick-up
spectrum

capacitive current pick up

U(t)

RF frequency
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The principle of the longitudinal cooling time measurements is explained in this transparency.Without electron cooling the bunched ion beam has a profile witch can be described roughly with a cos square functionThe spectrum of this profile  consist mainly of on spectral line located at the rf frequencyWith electron cooling the longitudinal synchrotron motion of the individual ions are damped resulting in an increase of the amplitude of the second and higher harmonic of the rf frequency



Longitudinal cooling time of a bunched ion beam

Ie1 = 14.4 µA
ne1 = 1.7 x 105 cm-3

expansion : α=10

Ie2 = 3.2 µA
ne2 = 3.78 x 104 cm-3

ne2=ne1/4.5
expansion: α=10

beam: 19F6+ 

ion energy:         E = 1.34 MeV 
electron energy: Ee = 38.7 eV
ion current:    I ≈ 300 nA
ion number: N ≈ 106 particles
solenoid field: 100 Gauss
rf bunching frequency = 2nd   harmonic of revolution frequency = 214 kHz

pick-up signal spectrum measured at the second harmonic of the rf frequency  (f=428 kHz) 
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 The measured second harmonic of the pick-up signal as a function of time for two different electron densities is shown on these transparency As it is shown on this transparencies longitudinal cooling time of about 1.5 s could be realized for a fluorine beamReducing the electron density by a factor 4.5 increases the cooling time to 5 seconds.



ion source
up to E=q⋅40 (60) keV

stored ions

el
ec

tro
n

co
ol
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ion source up to 
E=q⋅300 keV

photo-detachment

interaction region

detection region

neutral beam

Merged beam experiments

Independent 
Research  Group 
of H. Kreckel
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Another straight section can be used for merged beam experiments. where the stored ion beam can be merged with a neutral atomic beam



The reaction microscope

gas jet
or

laser

stored
ion beam

coils

spectrometer

electron detector

ion detector

Division of
T. Pfeifer,
MPIK

injection

reaction
microscope

CSR
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The last straight section can be used for experiments using a reaction microscope. In this kind of experimentsthe interaction between a stored ion beam and an gas jet can be investigated.The reaction microscope is presently under development. 
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back-up
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Isolators



High voltage Isolators of 390 deflector electrodes
electrode of 390 deflector

390 deflector electrode 390 deflector electrode

isolator isolator

old design new design

surface: flashover
groves
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We had a lot of problem witch flashover effects on the isolators.To solve this problem the deflector electrodes as well the isolators  has to redesignWith this redesign it was then possible to go up to 30 kV per electrode



modification of the high
voltage feed through

Grooves to avoid flashover

experimental
vacuum

isolation vacuum

Prevent of flashover

ceramic isolator of 
the quadrupoles 

old design new design
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Also there was a flashover effects on the isolators.To get rid of this effects the isolator of the feedthrough  got grooves
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COSYINFINITY calculations



ß  function and envelopes (standard mode) 
COSY infinity calculation

MAD8 calculation

horizontal and vertical ß function

horizontal beam envelope

vertical beam envelope

x

2
x

x
)2(

β
σ⋅

=ε

εy=100 mm·mradεx=100 mm·mrad

y

2
y

y

)2(
β

σ⋅
=ε

envelopes calculation for

xσ

yσ

Q1:  k= 5.58 1/m2 ⇔ 4.19 kV (E/Q=300 kV)
Q2:  k=-7.04 1/m2  ⇔ -5.28 kV (E/Q=300 kV)

quadrupole settings:
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The lattice functions calculated with MAD8 are compared with COSY infinity simulations.This figures shows the horizontal  and vertical ß function of the standard mode of the CSR  as well the beam envelope calculated with COSY infinity . The beam envelopes are calculated  for  a emittance  of 100 mm·mrad defined by two sigma value of the beam width Both calculation gives the same results Between the two  390 deflectors the  horizontal  ß function reaches its lowest valueThe largest value of about 12 m  is reached in the straight sections.The envelopes and ß functions are calculated   



Dispersion (standard mode)
COSY infinity calculation

MAD8 calculation
closed orbit xc for ∆E/E=0.01

E
EDx Ec

∆
⋅= ⇒ DE,max =1.04 m

⇔ Dp,max =2.08 m

xc

Dp,max=2.08 m
p
pDx pc

∆
⋅=

Q1:  k= 5.58 1/m2 ⇔ 4.19 kV (E/Q=300 kV)
Q2:  k=-7.04 1/m2  ⇔ -5.28 kV (E/Q=300 kV)

quadrupole settings:
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The dispersion of the storage ring is shown on these figure.The maximum value of the dispersion of  approximately 2 m  is obtained in the straight section.The smallest value of the dispersion is about 0,75 mWith COSY  infinity it is possible to calculate the closed orbit for an of energy ion These calculation is in agreement with the MAD calculations  The quadrupole settings for these mode are listed below The working point for these  quadrupole settings are shown on the next transparency
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Misalignment



Misalignment of the 390 deflector 

390 deflector rotation α = 10

10 horizontal deflector rotation around the y-axes

3 
cm

maximum closed orbit distortion should be less then 1 mm 
⇒ alignment error  α ≤ ±0.030

horizontal closed orbit

Determination of misalignment effects with COSY Infinity 
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With COSY infinity the closed orbit distortion for different misalignments are calculated.for example if one 39 deflector is misaligned by 1 degree around the vertical axis then a maximum closed orbit distortion of about 3 cm is obtained.Our design goal was to limit the close orbit distortion by misalignment of the elements below 1 mm . This means the alignment error around the vertical axis should be less then 0.03 degree



Alignment precision

*Alignment change measurements  of  the ion optical elements during the cool down 
process from room  temperatures below T=40 K

measurements*nominal valuedegree of freedomelement

Calculated for a maximum closed orbit shift of 1 mm
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in that way all maximum alignment errors leading to a maximum closed orbit shift were calculatedThis nominal values for the misalignments were the design and construction criteria of the different elementsIn two cool down experiments of a quarter of the storage ring the   misalignment of the elements were measured.All measured values for the misalignment were below the nominal value.



Single turn injection
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Single turn injection
pulsed injector 
beam

60 deflector
fast voltage 
switching

voltage 60 deflector

injector beam pulse

circulating current

T∆

TT0 ∆−

captured ions

T0 - revolution time
Ti - injector beam pulse length

TT0 ∆−
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By Increasing the injector pulse length the pulse length of the circulating pulse length can be increased. The maximum possible pulse legth is the revolution time minues the switchingtime of the deflector.



Fast switching of the 60 deflector voltage

Behlke switch

60 deflector
electrode

probe

signal for timing system

voltage 
measurement

FUG high voltage
power supply

charging
condenser

buffer

U

on

off
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The switching time is given by the property  of the Belke switch used to switch the 6 degree deflectorsFast switching system of the 60 deflector voltage is shown on this transparency. The Belhke switch is controlled by a TTL signal charged the capacity of the electrode during the injection process. When the TTL signal goes  to 0 electrode capacity is discharged very fast by this resistors. With this buffer charging and dischargingof the 6 degree deflector electrode can be observed.  



Switching time of Behlke switch
electrode voltage as a function of time

trigger pulse

90 %

400 ns

Final voltage Uf=-24685 V

18 ms

018.0
U
U

−=
∆ ⇒ closed orbit  during injection !!!!!!!

deflector voltage during injection
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The measured switching of the Behlke switch is shown on  this figure. In about 400 ns about 90 % of the maximum electrode voltage is obtained.Then about 18 ms are needed to charge the electrode to  the final voltage. In this 18 ms the electrode voltage is changed by about 2%.This slow change of the electrode voltage causes a closed orbit shift during the fast injection process. This closed orbit shift is shown on the next transparency.  



Closed Orbit shift during injection injection
60 deflector change of the deflection angle by: 018.0

U
U

=
∆

−=
α
α∆

ECOOL diagnosis straight section

1 
cm

phase space
coordinate:
x= 10.6   mm
x’= 0.21 mrad

theoretical injection orbit (injector beam),not realizable due to 
aperture limitations in the  transfer line ⇒ excitation of dipole 
oscillations of stored ion beam
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Due to time behavior there is a closed orbit shift of maximum of 1 cm several ms after injection.The closed orbit shift is shown on this figure. The maximum closed orbit shift caused by the fast injection is obtained in the center of the electron cooler straight section.Here the maximum closed orbit shift is about 11mm. The phase space coordinate of the maximum closed orbit shift is well inside the acceptance of the storage ring and should cause no problem.



Horizontal dynamical acceptance of the CSR 

maximum beam Size in the
center of the straight section

cm4|x| max ≈

ECOOL OFF

ions lost for x>4 cm
reason: good field region  
of the quadrupole

starting point

Ax=120 mm·mrad

closed orbit bump
at the  ECOOL section
during injection

dynamical acceptance at center of each straight section

Horizontal acceptance at the center of a straight section
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In about 18 ms this closed orbit bump will disappear, but diploe oscillations of the beam remains



Current pick-up
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Pick-up signal of a bunched ion beam
current of the stored ion beam

)tt(I)t(Ia ∆−=

after the drift tube flight time inside the drift tube

drift
tube

node theorem:
)t(I)t(I)t(I)t(I CRa ++=

)t(I)t(I)tt(I)t(I CR ++∆−=⇔

With bunch length lb >> L :
dI LI(t-Δt)=I(t)- Δt=I(t)-I(t)
dt v



L

with                 and                            differential equation for drift tube voltage U(t)

U(t)

CI (t)=C U(t)⋅ 
R
U)t(IR =

L U(t)I(t)=C U(t)+
v R

⋅ 

for R→∞ drift tube voltage:  )t(I
v
L

C
1)t(U = )t(I)t(U ∝⇒
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Calculated Pick-up signal 

pick-up signal

circulating beam current

L U(t)I(t)=C U(t)+
v R

⋅ 

DC part
disappeared

intensity decrease
due to life-time

injection

circulating ion pulse
calculated for p≈10-7 mbar
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Comparison between calculated and measured pick-up signal

calculated measured

Schottky pick-up used as current pick-up

calculated for C=400 pF
and   R=1 MΩ
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Life time determination with current pick-up

-used to measure the absolute number of the injected ion number  (pulsed current) 
-sensitivity 106 singly charged ions

)t(I
v
L

C
1)t(U =

injected ion pulse

pulse reduction due to life time

measured lifetime at ≈10-7 mbar
(room temperature operation, March 2014)

τ=3 ms

pick-up signal at at ≈10-7 mbar  (room 
temperature, no out-backing) for 50 keV Ar+ ions
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Schottky-pickup
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The Schottky pick up of the CSR
single ion interaction with
the Schottky pick up
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resonant at the observed 
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L- pick up length
v- ion velocity

T -revolution time of the ion
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To observe the Schottky spectra at the CSR a Schottky pick up is usedThe Scottky pick up of the CSR is a tube. The intensity of the Schottky bands can be increased using an LC circuit This LC circuit is resonant at the observed Schottky band.To investigate the property of this system the interaction of a single ion with the Schottky pick-up is investigated.The  current of the singly ion at the pick-up position can be described bya series of delta pulses. the ion current on the exit the pick-up is the ion current at entrance of the pick up at the time t- delta t, where delta t is the flying time through the pick up. Also the exit current can be expressed by a series of delta pulse.The differences of this two ion current flows into the LC cuircuit To calculate the voltage  spectrum on the pick upthe spectrum of delta I  flowing ino the LC circuit has to be calculated  



Spectrum of the Schottky signal coming from a single ion

⇒ spectrum of ∆Ii
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Presentation Notes
From the spectrum of delta I shown on this transparencythe spectrum of the pick up voltage can be calculated.
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resonant at fn

signal on LC circuit from a single ion :
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Q value of the LC circuit

ion charge

⇒ signal from a single ion proportion to the Q-value (Qw) of the LC circuit !

T revolution time

Spectrum of the Schottky signal coming from a single ion
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From the current spectrum the voltage spectrum on the LC circuit  can be calculated As it shown the voltage spectrum is determined by Q value of the LC circuitTo get high voltages the Q value should be large as possiblefurther details of the construction of a high quality LC will be given in the talkby Felix



Schottky signal of the ion beam

Schottky signal from a single ion: )
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Improvement of  noise signal ratio  at  resonant measurement
Pres- noise of  preamplifier (resonant measurement)
Pnonresonant- noise of pre amplifier (non resonant measurement)
pre amplifier: ULNA 

Qw value measurement

fit

measurement

Qw value : Qw=263

65

⇒ improvement of  SNR = 4
65
263

P/P
Q

nonresres

==

pre amplifier noise

detection  limit   
16
1

SNR
1~N 2 =

normal 
conducting
coil
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With  a resonant circuit the signals can be increased by the Q value of the circuit, witch can by rather high but unfortunately also the noise of the system is increasedvery much resulting in an improvement of the detection limit by an factor of 20. This means with the Schottky pick-up the detection limit should be roughly 1000 7Li3+ ions possible enough to measure the number of 7Li ions in 7Be experiment.



Schottky pick –up of the CSR

Layout of the cryogenic 
electronic of the 
Schottky pick-up

Schottky pick-up
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Cryogenic amplifier box of the Schottky pick-up

CAD-model Photograph
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Detection Limit of Schottky pick-up
detection is possible:
Schottky power > amplifier noise in the Schottky band width:

τfit = 660 s

time after injection (s)

time after injection (s)

∆p/p=1.1⋅10-3

∆p/p=1.5⋅10-3
Sc

ho
ttk

y
po

w
er

pe
ak

 w
id

th
 (H

z)

N=108
N=1.8·107

Schottky spectrum
not clear visible

N=2.8·107

detection limit calculated for Co2
- (E=60 keV)

not resonant 
measurements 
Qw=1

harmonic number of the 
revolution frequency

n
2
n

2
i0 fU

2
NÛ)n(P ∆>= Hz/nV1Un ≈ noise of pre amplifier
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Some thoughts about the  pick-up  length L
consider pick-up with capacity C
one single ion will produce a  voltage during one passage  

C

td)t(I
)t(U

tt

t

0

0
∫

+
′′

=

in our simple model





>∆+−δ−
≤−δ

=
00

00
c tt))tt(t(Q

tt)tt(Q
)t(I

t

U(t)

t0 t0+∆t

C/Q

Electrical field lines from a point charge

induced charge distribution Λ(s)

ion with 
charge Q

σrms -RMS value of  Λ(s)

2
a

rms γ
=σ

radius of the tube
γ -relativistic γ
CSR: γ=1

If L>>σrms

L

induced charge on the outside of the cylinder

ds)s(Q
2/L

2/L

⋅Λ= ∫
−

⇒U=Q/C

voltage rise time: 
v

t rms
rise

σ
≈

ion velocity

CSR: a=5 cm  L ≥6·σrms≈ 20 cm better L≈35 cm⇔ L/C0=0.01

tube
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To determine the pick-up length a ion travelling through a tube is consideredThe electrical field of the point charges induced a charge distribution on the inside and outside the tube. The RMS value of these line density is described by this formulae. To get the ion charge on the outside on the tube the pick up length should fulfil this equation. In that case we get the same voltage as calculate in our simple model using delta pulses to describe the current on an ion. The pick up length at the CSR  40 cm are chosen.



ECOOL
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CSR electron cooler – Design

electrons
photo-electron

gun

interaction region

electron 
collector

horizontally alignment
of the  cooler

ions
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The complete set up of the cooler  is shown on this transparency.In comparison to  a normal  cooler in the storage ring the cooler is lying horizontal.Therefore there is a better access to the photo electron gun.



Merging and interaction sections of the electron cooler
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Electron and ion beam Interaction Section
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Acceptance Calculations with TOSCA
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Determination of  the dynamic acceptance

ECOOL

the hole storage ring was 
modeled with TOSCA
orbit calculation with real fields 
for several hundreds turns

calculation were done
with and without ECOOL

60 deflector
390 deflector

ECOOL

quadrupole

starting point
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After determination the property of each optical element the hole storage ring was modelled with Opera3d to determine the dynamical acceptance of the storage ringWith Tosca obit calculations were done for several hundred turnsThis calculations were done with and without  electron cooler------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Um die dynamische Akzeptanz zu bestimmen wurde der gestammte Speicherring in Tosca modelliert. Und Ionen mehre hundert mal durch den Speicherring getrackt.Die Rechnungen wurden mit und ohne Elektronenkühlung gemacht.



Horizontal Acceptance of the CSR (p 300 keV)

Maximum Beam Size in the
center of the straight section

cm4|x| max ≈

ECOOL OFF

ions lost for x>4 cm
reason: property of the
quadrupole

starting point
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The result of this calculation are summarized on this figure ions could be stored stable if the  horizontal starting  coordinate  less than 4 cmions with coordinates larger than 4 cm are lost------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Ein  Ergebnis dieser Rechnungen ist hier dargestellt. Ionen mit  Startkoordinaten kleiner gleich 4 cm konnten stabil in CSR gehalten werden.Ionen mit Startkoordinaten größer als 4 cm gehen verloren  Der Grund für diesen Teichenverlustes sind die Eigenschaften des Quadrupols



Horizontal acceptance and quadrupole gradient
Orbit calculations with real fields: ion lost for  x>4cm

ß 
fu

nc
tio

n

gradient G(x) deviation in quadrupole

x = 4 cm

observation point quadrupole

horizontal beam size
centre straight section 
≈ beam size in quadrupole

if x reaches 4 cm  ions see a dramatically
change of the quadrupole  gradient
⇒ tune change ⇒ ions lost due to resonances

horizontal ßx function

(G
(x

)-
G

(0
))

/G
(0

)  
[%

]
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The reason for this  limitation is the property of the  quadrupoleIf ions enter the quadrupole at horizontal coordinates larger than 4 cmthe gradient changes dramatically This changes the tune  and ion are lost due to resonances.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Das Bestimmende Element der dynamischen CSR Akzeptanz ist der Quadrupople dessen Gradient als FunktionDer horizontalen Koordinate dargestellt ist.Für Horizontale Abweichungen zur Sollbahn größer als  4 cm. Verändert sich der Qadrupolgradient dramatisch Ist die Quadrupol Eintrittskoordinate größer als 4 cm ändert sich dessen Tune und die Teilchen gehen auf Grund von Resonanzeffekte verloren.



Acceptance of the CSR (p  300 keV) 

±15mm ±40mm

MAD8 calculations
Calculation done without ECOOL Tosca 103
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The results of the acceptance calculations are summarized  here.The vertical beam size in the qudrupole is less than the horizontal one, therefore a larger vertical acceptance could be achieved The horizontal acceptance is about 120 mm·mrad and the vertical one 180 mm·mradFrom the tracking calculations it is also possible to derive the twiss parametrs at the observation pointwith are in good agreement with the MAD8 calculationsThis acceptance calculations are done without the Electron cooler------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Das Ergebnis der Akzeptanzrechnungen des CSR ist hier dargestelltHorizontal besitzt  der CSR eine Akzeptanz von 120 mm*mrad und vertikal eine von 180 mm*mradAus den Phasenraumellipsen am Beobachtungspunkt können auch die Twissparameter am Beobachtungspunkt bestimmt werden Diese stimmen sehr gut mit denen überein die Mad8 bestimmt wurden.Diese Rechnungen sind ohne Elektronenkühler durchgeführt worden.Alle diese 



First design of the electron cooler

first design of the electron cooler at CSR

toroid

x- horizontal axis

....x)
R
Rtan(

R
R

)B(
B)0()x(

max

0

max

00 +⋅
ρ⋅

−δ=δvertical deflection

20 keV protons can not stored at 30 G ,only  
on axis ions stored at 10 G

result tracking calculations

compensation by
correction magnets

vertical ion deflection
in the  toroid fields

⇒ new electron cooler concept 104
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In the first design of the electron cooler a common design was used, where the electron are guided with solenoid and toroid fields. In this design the  ion beam has to pass the toroid . In the toroid the ion beam gets  a vertical kick depending on the horizontal position.This deflection can be described in a Taylor series. Only the x independent part can be compensated by correction magnetsin front and behind the cooler. Due to the second x-dependence term of the ion deflection in the toroid a low energy proton beam could not stored in  the CSR. Only protons on the central orbit could kept  in the CSRTherefore a new concept  was used for electron cooler.



The deflection of low energy ions in the dipole magnetic field  can be 

corrected completely by correction cools.

Solenoid with  magnetic 
dipole field

New Concept for the CSR Electron Cooler/Target
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The  new concept of the electron cooler is shown on this figureThe electron are guided by solenoid and toroid fields A dipole field add to a solenoid field guides the electrons to the ion beam.In this configuration the ion beam has not to pass a toroid field.  In this layout the effect of the dipole field on the low energy ions can corrected completely by correction magnets. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Ion motion of 20 keV proton with ECOOL

G0

G20

G10

G30

starting coordinatestarting coordinate

starting coordinate starting coordinate
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The effect of this  electron cooler to the ion beam is represented on this figuresThe figures shows the result of tracking calculations for different magnetic fields.The proton energy used at this calculation was 20 keV.The horizontal starting coordinate was always 3 cm.  Up to 30 Gauss there is a linear motion and the ion could be stored stable.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Der Effekt des Elektronenkühlers auf die Teilchenbewegung ist hier dargestellt: Magnetfelder bis 30 Gauss in Elektronekühler haben wenig Einfluss auf die Teilchenbewegung eines 20 KeV Protonen Starhls.
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influence of magnetic field of the earth



Influence of the magnetic field of the earth

with earth magnetic field
E= 300 keV
∆xs=4.69  mm ∆xs’=-0.025 mrad

Horizontal phase space at the center of the injection straight section 
calculated for protons and xstart=-15 mm

without earth magnetic field
E=300 keV
∆xs=  0.172     mm ∆xs’= -0.04 mrad

with earth magnetic field
E=  100 keV
∆xs=7.11 mm ∆xs’= -0.019  mrad

∆xs
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The CSR has to be used also to store light low energy ions where the magnetic field of the earth has to be considered into account.  The G4beamline program was used to determine the influence on the magnetic field of the earth to the betatron motion.First 300 keV proton was traced trough the CSR storage ring where the magnetic field of the earth was been switched off. Then the magnetic field of the earth was switched on resulting in a closed orbit shift of about 4.7 mm and a small distortion of the betatron motion.Reducing the proton energy to 100 keV results in a appearance of three island in the horizontal phase space the appearance of the three island is a sign in Shift of the working point towards the third order resonance 2.6666.A shift of the horizontal working point can improve this situation.  



Influence of the magnetic field of the earth II
Horizontal phase space at the center of the injection straight section 
Calculated for proton and xstart=-15 mm

with earth magnetic field
E=  50 keV
∆xs= 11.55 mm ∆xs’=  -0.158  mrad

with earth magnetic field
and proton energy of E=  20 keV

for small  proton energies (E<300 keV) proton motion are not linear 
at the CSR.

Effect of the magnetic field of the earth is more or less negligible 
if the  proton energy Ep ≥ 0.5 MeV

beam lost !
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Lowering the proton energy down to 20 keV leads to complete beam lost.



Minimum Energy where earth magnet field is neglect able

ion deflection in magnetic field of the earth
ρ

=δ ∫ ⊥

B

dsB
b

a

transverse magnetic field
of the earth

beam rigidity

Q
pB =ρ

Magnetic field of the earth is negligible  if: limBB ρ>ρ

A
qEE

2

p>

⇒ion energy  E where magnetic field of the earth is negligible:

Ep-minimum proton energy where earth magnetic field is negligible at the CSR:
Ep ≈ 0.5 MeV (determined with G4beamline tracking calculations)
A-ion mass
q- ion charge in units of e

For example 40Ar+ with E=50 keV is well above the limit and chosen for the 
first CSR beam times carried out in the year 2014

ion momentum
ion charge
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The influence off the magnetic field of the earth can be neglected if  the ion beam energy is above this threshold energy. Where the energy Ep was determined by tracking calculations. In phase0 an ion beam should be used which energy is well above this threshold energy. A argon + with energy of 50 keV is well above this limit and suitable for the first machine test. 



First stored ion beam at the CSR
40Ar+ with E= 20…100  keV

with earth magnetic field
E=  100 keV
∆xs=1.22  mm ∆xs’= -0.0241  mrad

with earth magnetic field
E=  20 keV
∆xs= 2.53 mm ∆xs’= -0.04  mrad

with earth magnetic field
E=  50 keV
∆xs=1.47  mm ∆xs’=-0.039   mrad

start coordinate: x=-15 mm
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If a argon beam with a energy of 50 keV is used the influence of the magnetic field of the earth is neglect able.



Field Calculations with TOSCA
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Calculation of the 390 deflector with Opera3D/Tosca

radial electric Er field of the 390 deflector

θ=390

r =1m
gap = 6 cm
height =16 cm

grounded
electrode 

design orbit
with grounded electrodes

without grounded electrodes

calculation done for
ions with E/Q=300 kV
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For this 3D calculations Tosca was used.To decrease the fringing fields of all optical elements grounded electrodes are used before and after the elements.The fringing fields has an effect on the  deflection angle of the deflector--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Die Felder aller Optischen Elemente wurden mit  Tosca von Vektorfields berechnetDieses Diagramm zeigt beispielsweise das Randfeld des 390 Deflektors mit und ohne geerdete Elektroden



without grounded electrodes

with grounded electrodes

with grounded electrodes 
and trimming

)
v
varctan(2/

y

x
d =Θ

Determination of the deflection angle of 390 deflector
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To determine the deflection angle ions are tracked through the deflector, starting at the middle of the detector.The ratio of the two velocity component of the ions leaving the deflector gives the deflection angleBy shortening the deflector plates a deflection angle of    390     could be achieved.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Um den genauen Ablenkwinkel  der Deflektoren festzustellen wurden Ionen mit der Sollenergie durch den Deflektor getrackt.Der arc tan der beiden Geschwindigkeitskomponenten am Ausgang des Deflektors gibt den Ablenkwinkel an. Durch Kürzung der Plattenlänge konnte ein Ablenkwinkel von 390 erzielt werden.



Radial electrical field Er of the 390 CSR deflector
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The radial electrical field of the 390 is the same as the ideal one --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Das radiale Feld des 390 Deflektors entspricht dem Feld eines idealen Zylinderkondensator.



12cm 24
cm

Radial electrical field Er of the 60 CSR deflector

ρ =2 m
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But there  is a huge difference between the  ideal and real field in the 60 deflectorbecause the distance of the two electrodes is quit large compare with the deflector height.This property could affected the acceptance of the storage ringTo answer this question it was necessary to do tracking calculations  using the real fields of all elements----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Beim 60 Deflektor deren Plattenabstand dessen Plattenabstand 12 cm beträgt tritt eine drastische Abweichung zum ideal Feld auf.Da die Höhe des Deflektors nur 2 mal größer ist als dessen Plattenabstand.Um sicher zu gehen das die dynamische Akzeptanz des CSR nicht  von dem Elektrischen Feld des 60 Deflektors beeinflusst wirdWurde Ionen durch die  realen Felder des CSR getrackt
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Matching



Matching
matched horizontal phase space
at center injection straight  section

horizontal phase space of injector beam
εx=15 mm·mrad

matched vertical phase space
at center injection straight section

horizontal
acceptance

)0(A yx →ε

“closed orbit” 
in transverse
phase space

matching condition:

CSR,yi,y

CSR,xi,x

CSR,yi,y

CSR,xi,x

β=β

β=β

α=α

α=α

injector
beam

CSR TWISS parameter
at the center of  straight section
for injection

remark:  no dispersion matching is done 

vertical
acceptance

)0(A xy →ε vertical phase space of injector beam
εy=15 mm·mrad
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Before the ion beam is stored into the CSR the phase space of the injector beam has to match to the phase space of the CSR.The next picture shows the transverse phase space of a well matched ion beam. In this example the  phase space of the injector beam lies completely in side of a closed orbit in the transferees phase space. The injector beam is well matched to the CSR if the following matching conditions are full fulfilled. 



Mismatching
horizontal phase space direct after injection
at center of injection straight section

phase space injector beam
εx=15 mm·mrad

phase space of the injected particle starts
to rotate with double  betatron frequency

envelop oscillation of injected 
ion beam

CSR horizontal
acceptance ellipse

⇒

)0(A yx →ε

“closed orbit” 
in transverse
phase space

⇒

due to non linearity's 
horizontal phase space
blow up 

“closed orbit” 
in transverse
phase space
εx=50 mm·mrad
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Initial phase space= 15 mm mradgreen phase space= 50 mm mrad What happened if the phase space of the injector beam is not matched to the pase space of the CSR is explained in the followingTransparency.The red phase space should be the pase space of the injector beam at the center of injection straight section. And the green line is a closed orbit in the CSR Horizontal straight section. Is the injector beam is not matched the phase space of the injector beam starts to rotate in the the CSR acceptance ellipse Leading to enveloped oscillation of the stored ion beam. This envelope oscillations has the double betatron frequency.Due to non linearity's  of the stored ring and coming from the space charge of the ion beam the transverse phase space blow ups.In the example the transverse phase space is increase by a factor of about 3.Miss matching can also lead to a partly loss of the beam.  



First turn diagnose  

beam
profiler

injected
ion beam

matching quadrupole
triplet

1

2

3

1 2

3

half circumference= 
distance  between profiler 1 and 2

beam profile
-used to detect the beam on its first turn
-used to check the matching condition with
profiler 1 and 2:

horizontal and vertical beam width at position
1 and 2 should be equal.

ß function of CSR
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Matching is done with quadruple triplett in front of the CSR. Matching can be checked in the first turn diagnoses where the beam profile could be measured destructively at three positions.  If matching is working the measured horizontal and vertical beam profile at position 1 and 2 should be same.
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Slip factor η and momentum compaction αp
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Slip factor η of an momentum compaction αp of 
an electrostatic storage ring

C(E)

0

dsT
v(s )

′
=

′∫ x(s)ds 1 ds
(s)

 ′ = + ρ 

Revolution time T=1/f
position of closed orbit

p
f / f 1 2
p / p

∆
η = = − α

∆

slip factor η non relativistic case (first order):

p/p
C/C

p ∆
∆

=α

deflector

with

different to a magnetic storage ring

velocity
change:

Δv x= -
v ρ

x

0
x(s)v(s )= 1- v
ρ(s)

 ′  
 

with and

velocity of 
central particle
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Bogen Länge- arc Length
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Closed orbit shift  by electrical potential scaling

equation of motion for changing ion energy: E →α⋅E

equation of motion for changing potential: φ →β⋅φ

E - (r (E - (r (s ) )) s
Q

)
β Q = ′ ′ ′ 

 

 
′



α φ φ
 

( ) ( )r s r s′ ′→
 

2

2

d r(t)m =QE(r(t))
dt







With E(r(t))= - (r(t))  ∇φ


 

and dsv(t)=
dt

equation of motion

( )

( ) ( )

2 2
2

2

2

2

2

m dv (s) dr(s) d r(s)+mv (s) =-Q (r(s))
2 ds ds dt

2with      v (s)= E -Q (r(s))
m

d dr(s) d r(s)E-Q (r(s)) +2 E-Q (r(s)) =-Q (r(s))
ds ds dt

φ

φ

φ φ φ

∇
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2

2

E E- (r (s )) - ( )d r (s ) d)
βQ βQ

dr (s ) r (s )+2 =- (r (s )
ds ds dt

   ′ ′ ′ ′   
′ ′ ′ ′

′ ′∇
   

φ φ φ
 

 

( ) ( )r s r s′ ′→
 

(1)

(2)

The two differential equations (1) and (2)
are identical for if: 

or

(non relativistic approach) α 1=
β

This means:
a change of the ion energy by ∆E/E
has the same effect on the ion orbit
as a change of all potentials by -∆φ/φ

for same ion orbit

ΔE
E

φ
φ

∆
− =

2

2

E E- (r (s )) - ( )d r (s )dr (s ) d r (s )+2 =- (r (s )
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1 ΔE
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E
α

φα
φ

closed orbit length C:
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Measurement of the momentum compaction αp
if the ion orbit will change by  a potential change ∆φ the new revolution time will be:  

C(E)

0

dsT
v(s )

′
=

′∫
x(s)ds 1 ds

(s)
 ′ = + ρ 

where x(s) is  new closed orbit with respect to the central orbit, with: 

0
x(s)v(s )= 1- v
ρ(s)

 ′  
 

it follows
0C

0
0 0

1 x(s) CT 1 2 ds T 1 2
v (s) C

  ∆ = + = +   ρ   
∫

0 pT T 1 ∆φ
⇒ = − α φ 

because a change of  potential by ∆φ/φ has  the same  effect on the close orbit
as an energy change -∆E/E:

⇒ change of the revolution frequency: p
0

f
f
∆ ∆φ

= α
φ

ΔC 1 Δ
C 2p

φα
φ

= −

experiment:
revolution frequency f is measured
as a function of φ

⇒ p
f / f

/
∆

α =
∆φ φ



Measurement of the momentum compaction factor αp

p
0

f
f
∆ ∆φ

= α
φ

revolution 
frequency potential
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beam: 40Ar+ E=60 keV

result:
αp=0.163
with
η=1−2⋅αp

η=0.674

U
U

∆ ∆φ
=

φ
Schottky

Schottky

f f
f f

∆ ∆
= Schottkyf 10 f= ⋅



All kinds of subjects
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eff
mad 2

0 0 MAD

LU Qk
R E L

=

Quadrupole strength in MAD8

quadrupole strength 
in MAD8

U- electrode voltage
E0-kinetic energy
Q- ion charge
R0-aperture radius
Leff-effective length

electrostatic quadrupole

[ ]mad 2

1k
m

=

in first order transport matrix of an electrostatic quadrupole  is the transport matrix of an 
magnetic quadrupole

R0

-U

U

-U

U

determined with TOSCA and tune measurement
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)Q(B
r

2
q
AN 2

32

p
2 ∆−⋅ε⋅γ⋅β⋅⋅

π
= σ

Space charge limit of a  stored ion beam
incoherent tune shift:

working point

tune shift

2σ emittance ∆Q- maximum 
possible tune shift

working diagram (S=1)

)(A
3
2

yxc

2

2 ε=ε





≈ε σ

acceptance

maximum possible particle number N

mradmm12 ⋅=ε σ

mradmm102 ⋅=ε σ

mradmm1002 ⋅=ε σ

calculated for q=1, B=1 and ∆Q= -0.1

ε2σ determined by
CSR acceptance

remark: N~A·β2~E (γ=1) particle number N
valid for all single charged ions !

maximum possible emittance

)0(A)(A yxyxx →ε≤ε=ε
with:

2/)0(A)(A yxyxc →ε≈ε=ε
pessimistic
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The maximum possible particle number which we can inject is determined by the incoherent tune shift. To allow an incoherent tune shift as much as possible the storage ring should be operated close to the coupling resonance.The maximum possible ion number is direct proportional to the emittance of the ion beam and portioned to the beam energy.The maximum incoherent tune shift is determined by the working point. For this working point a maximum coherent tune shift of about -0.1Is possible. With this coherent tune shift the maximum ion number as a function of emittance and energy can be calculated.  For 50 keV singly charge ions a maximum ion number of 10^9 should be possible. This maximum storable ion number are valid for all singly charged ion with can be stored at the CSR in the future.  



Space charge limit of a cooled  stored proton beam
incoherent tune shift: )Q(B

r
2N 32

p

∆−⋅ε⋅γ⋅β⋅⋅
π

=

TSR: N=5.3·109 E=23 MeV ε=0.4 mm·mrad  B=1  ⇒ -∆Q=0.065

B
23IBS Lp/p

N~
⋅∆⋅ε⋅β

Λdue to large intra beam scattering rates
ε is increased 

IBS rate

assumption:
ΛECOOL=const
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The space charge limit of a cooled stored ion beam is displaced at the last transparency.Due to the incoherent tune shift the maximum number of ions that can be stored are proportional to the emittance and Energy of the Stored ion beamFor a proton beam a possible incoherent tune shift of 0.065 was measuredWith this the incoherent tune shifts for different emittances can be calculated.For example the space charge limit of a proton beam at 20 keV and a emittance of1 mm·mrad should be at around 107 protons.Due to the huge intra beam scattering rate the emittance of a cooled proton beam at the space charge limit should be large then 1 mm·mrad.Due to some calculation including  intara beam scattering the space charge limit of an electron cooled proton beam should be larger than  5·107 protons. At an energy of 20keV



Tune as function of the quadrupole strength at working point II
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CSR as a mass spectrometer  for charge molecular fragments

charged fragment spectrum of C7
+ cluster

C2
+ C3

+ C4
+ C5

+ C6
+

molecular 
ion beam
example:
C7

+ cluster

triplet
setting
fixed to
mass A0

triplet
scaled 
with CSR

vacuum ≈10-7 mbar
fragmentation processes

detector located 
on the central orbit 

C+

laser

velocities of fragments
conserved:
⇒ energy of the fragments

Ef= A
A0

E0

⇒ A = A0
U
U0

scaling factor of
all voltages

A- atomic mass number
of fragments

A0-atomic mass number 
of stored molecules

E0- energy of stored ion 
beam with mass A0

60 defector off
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Laser tracker measurements to measure the position of
the elements at  warm and cold conditions
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